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The Basics
• Institutional bibliography -
collect, refine, organize 
and present information 
about scholarly output
• Created by a 
collaboration between the 
University of Wisconsin-
Madison and the 
University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign
• Expert finder
• Compliment to WHOAS 
(IR)
Others in this space
• OpenScholar (Harvard)
• VIVO
• Catalyst (Harvard)
• many more...
Live installations
• University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign —
http://connections.ideals.illinois.edu
• The MBLWHOI Library —
http://bibapp.mbl.edu/
• The University of Kansas Medical 
Center —
http://experts.kumc.edu/
The Technology
• Ruby on Rails
• Solr/Lucene search engine
• MySQL or PostgreSQL
• Our server:  Virtual machine running 
Debian 5.0, 3.5GB RAM, 2 2.00Ghz 
Xeon 5130 cores assigned, 31 GB of 
disk
Interoperable with many systems - allows 
for reuse of publications data.
• exports data in several citation formats (APA, Chicago, 
IEEE, MLA, more)
• Faceted Browsing
• OpenURL
• Google Books
• Sherpa/ROMEO
• SWORD for IR deposit
• LDAP integration


For researchers
• promote & increase
impact of research
• find collaborators, are 
others on campus 
working in this area?
• make research more accessible
• easily create a publication list for 
grants, annual reports, etc.
For librarians
• better understand 
research happening 
in local departments
• what journals are our researchers 
publishing in?
• facilitate conversations about author 
rights with researchers
• ease the population of the institutional 
repository
For administrators
• achieve a clearer picture of 
collaboration and scholarly publishing 
trends on campus
• who is publishing in high profile journals
• what collaborations are happening, 
within and among the institutions

Duplication of effort and 
inconsistencies
Data reuse
• RSS, every researcher & group page
• Web services API for delivering data as 
XML, YML, JSON, and RDF
Data reuse is catching 
on
Data reuse is catching 
on
Our Questions
• What if a researcher retires, moves on, 
passes away, etc.?
• Which materials belong in our IR?
• Buy in from administration, departments 
and individual researchers
For more information
• John Furfey jfurfey@mbl.edu
• library@mbl.edu
http://bibapp.mbl.edu/
Features
-Features cont’d 
keyword clouds & timelines
